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The next section of The American Century
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That precisely is the problem with the entire
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conclude the center of the academic world is New
York University, which is mentioned dozens of
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times, far more than any other school (Cantor

tensive. The work contains a number of simple er‐
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ed fact matters that are still debated by historians
(e.g., the evidence that Jefferson slept with his

Contrary to Cantor's intent, perhaps this is a

slaves). The quality of the writing is uneven, and

book for academics. A scholar of the late twenty-

the authorial voice wanders from rather standard

first century investigating the intellectual world
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of a century earlier might profitably turn to The
American Century to discover the contours of a
New York academic's intellectual life. Those look‐
ing for an interpretive survey of twentieth-centu‐
ry culture, though, should look elsewhere.
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